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Control of Plasma Kinetics
Interactions between gas phase plasmas and liquids are an important intellectual frontier in plasma science. [1] The complex interaction of gas phase plasmas with liquids offers a rich source of both short-lived and long-lived reactive species, many of which are critical for chemical and biological applications. Atmospheric pressure DC air glow discharges with water cathodes have been studied extensively. [1] The discharge typically operates with currents in the range of 10 mA and voltages of the order of 1 kV. In atmospheric pressure air significant gas heating can occur up to 3000 K. Electron densities and temperatures in the positive column of the discharge have been estimated to be of the order of 10 19 m -3 and 1 eV respectively. Detailed information about spatially resolved reactive species densities in a DC air glow discharge in contact with a liquid electrode is currently not available. As significant water transfer from the liquid to the gas phase occurs due to water evaporation a high water concentration is expected to be present in the core of the discharge and OH is expected to be one of the important reactive species in this type of discharge.
We measured the OH density and gas temperature by broadband absorption. [2, 3] Assuming a Gaussian radial profile of the OH density and gas temperature, OH densities in excess of 10 23 m have been found in the positive column (Fig. 1) . The ground state OH density is much broader than the active plasma zone and local kinetics dominates transport. This is consistent with an OH production mechanism through atomic oxygen as has been suggested by 0-D models. [4] Assuming the OH density is dominated by O kinetics one can estimate a water concentration in the discharge core of approximately 5%. This amount of water is consistent with the measured effective lifetime of the OH(A) fluorescence signal (4.4+0.3 ns) in the core of the discharge.
More detailed 2D measurements will be performed by laser induced fluorescence to assess the assumptions made about Gaussian radial profiles in the analyses of the absorption spectra. 
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